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Independent Project – Reflective Document

We would do anything for you, Tony is a performance that invites the spectator to the concealed 

world of female behaviours and preparations. It reveals the repetitive routines women pursues in 

order to improve their appearance, on grounds of our social structure.  The performance is the 

outcome of my investigation in the representation of the female body in the western world of today,

with focal points on women magazines and the media. How is the female beauty perceived and 

how does it affect women’s mental condition and relationship to their own bodies? The words of 

Winship: “surely we all know women’s magazines demean women and solely benefit capitalist 

profits” (1987, p. 13), has been a stimulus for my research.

In the process of this project, I have grown an understanding of how largely invented the beauty 

ideal is, and who its inventor is. The imprinted ideal figure and what we recognise as beautiful 

shapes, are the result of the gender separated ownership of gaze. In Ways of Seeing (1972), 

Berger evaluates European traditional oil paintings of displayed female nudes, and says: “Men act 

and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at” (p.47) and 

“Women are there to feed appetite, not to have any of their own.” (p.55). This has over time 

resulted in a standard of beauty women are demanded to reach in order to feel accepted by others 

and themselves. To be realistic, the ideal is often unreachable (if not to consider plastic surgery) 

and does, generally speaking, cause some level of psychological harm. I am raising the 

unnoticeable and suppressed fixation of look, health and beauty - the normalisation of the following

of this ideal without realising and questioning it. The subject for my project is highly relevant and 

important, since eating disorders and workout manias is concerningly common.

Furthermore, the discovery of the self-hatred from dieting has been a continued motivation for my 

project. Stromquist as cited in Stromquist and Ringskog (2015, p. 36) talks about that aspect:
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“When trying to break the order around ideals but simultaneously hating the way you 

look, you hate that you hate the way you look. You are ashamed both because of how 

you look and because you care about how you look.”

She encourage the reader not to feel shame from dieting and blames the dieting culture on the 

beauty ideal. I can relate to this deeply, evidencing the level of personal nature in the project. I 

have deepened an awareness of my own approach towards the beauty ideal and realised that it 

has had a huge impact on me throughout my teenage years; I was introduced to women’s 

magazines from the age of twelve and since then I have learnt how to criticize my body and how to

change and cover it to become more attractive. This project has been an eye opener and personal 

development for self-appreciation.

I started to call women's magazines for 'the women's bible', because of their strong preach for this 

belief of beauty, which then generated the question;  how can I create a performance that indicates

their power and as a result of that opens up thoughts for alternative ways of thinking? I began to 

assort the different aspects that are mediated in women’s magazines into categories; fitness, diet 

and cosmetics/hygienic products (sex, fashion, confession and 'the boyfriend' were other 

categories that I found but chose to exclude). The clear topics directed the performative exploration

into literal actions and in a basic manner execute what women are being told to do to look good. 

Everyday life embodiments were created and the idea of an endless routine and act of fixing 

oneself in order to become perfect, arouse. To create a repetitive machine that enhances the time 

and money consumption that is put into this lifestyle. To reveal the engine that keeps the system 

going. The performers act out habits, the feeling of doing what we have been told, doing what we 

always do and following the rhythm that has been designed for us. In the structure of the piece, I 

also highlight the unreachable and none-satisfactory elements – the endeavour for more, despite 

goals already reached, forms the performance into a loop. There is no beginning nor an end, and 

so the spectators are free to come and go as they wish. However, within the steadiness, the piece 

is dynamic because of the layer of energy changes, so every spectator will perceive it differently 

depending on when in the loop he or she enters.
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As sound score I make use of a white noise which transforms the space into an endless machine, 

monotonically played throughout the performance. The sound of a beep tells the performers when 

to move from one station to the next, indicating the systemisation of routines. Extracts of YouTube 

clips of women giving beauty tips to other women slips in and out and extracts of fitness instructors

cheering their participants commences the performers into a manic workout, whilst simultaneously 

acting out their given task. Here multitasking is apparent, which is another key element I have 

chosen to lift in my work. Multitasking I believe is the consequence of the stress aroused from the 

infinity of demands. Winship (1987, p. 13), introduces the separation between gender in terms of 

activity. She says that men are singular whilst doing something, that they are at work or at leisure, 

that they are watching TV or engaged in their hobby, whereas women often carry out several 

activities at once: “running at home can be both ‘work’ and hobby’, cooking and sewing are tasks 

which can eat up leisure time, while ironing can be done in front of the TV”.

Before the spectators enters the room in which the performance takes place, they are introduced in

the room next door by a video projection of extracts from the music video Call on Me by Eric Prydz.

A sign will then instruct them to walk ‘backstage’, where the performance is happening. Call on Me 

was filmed in one of Laban’s studios in 2004 and Tony Blair, The UK's prime minister 1997-2007, 

has stated that when he for the first time saw the music video at the gym, he “nearly fell off his 

rowing machine” (Call on Me..., 2016).

To conclude, I have asked myself the question; what does the piece say about my own opinions? 

Comedy, provocation and exaggeration are tools generating strong statements, but having said 

that, in the process of this project, my personal values have at times been fluid and not always as 

distinct as it might appear. What if I enjoy dressing up and wearing makeup? What if I am fond of 

the idea of a healthy lifestyle? What if I like to display my body and feel sexually liberated? 

Moreover, I can agree with the will of making the feminine stereotype powerful, because women 
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should not have to wear suits to be taken seriously. According to this, am I then contradicting 

myself when my created piece probably will be conveyed as standing for the opposite? The issue I 

believe does not lie on the fact if I like doing these types of things or not, or if I disapprove with 

postfeminism or not. The problem is rather the integrated stereotypes in society, which we by 

hyping them, will continue to separate gender and exclude versatility. Which then ultimately, sums 

up to the reason why I decided to include the music video of Call on Me. The choice stands for a 

confrontation towards how Laban as a well-established institute, values and chooses to take 

responsibility for our society's political future. One can think that this makes it evident how 

capitalism and the patriarchy is enforcing my issue raised to continue to regenerate.
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